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The gas responsible for emitting the characteristic broad emission lines observed
in AGN spectra is photoionized by high-energy continuum photons emitted by the
thermal accretion disk surrounding the black hole. The consequence is that changes
are observed in the integrated line flux that mirror changes seen in the continuum
flux, but after a time delay that corresponds to the mean light travel time between the
central continuum source and this broad line-emitting gas in the “broad line region”
(BLR). Measuring this time delay, or lag τ , between flux variations in the AGN
continuum and broad emission-line light curves provides a measure of the BLR radius,
RBLR = cτ . This technique, known as reverberation mapping is used to measure the
mass of the central black hole, but it is time and resource intensive. Luckily, RBLR

measurements made for ∼50 local AGNs provide means for estimating a black hole
mass from the single epoch spectrum. This makes it possible to estimate black hole
masses for large samples of objects across the observable universe. I will demonstrate
how we use broad emission lines and reverberation mapping to measure black hole
masses both directly and indirectly from single-epoch spectra. I will then discuss
recent work that has uncovered the source of the systematic problems that exist for
black hole masses based on the C ivλ1549 line, the emission line most applicable for
studying black holes in the high-redshift universe. Finally, I show ways that these
problems can be mitigated to produce reliable black hole mass estimates based on C iv.
This work has significant implications for our understanding of black hole growth and
the co-evolution of black holes and galaxies, as this evolution can be more precisely
probed with better constraints on the observed black hole mass distributions at all
redshifts.
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